Distributed applications and services requiring the transfer of large amounts of data have been developed and deployed world wide. The best effort model of the Internet cannot provide these applications with the so much needed quality of service guarantees, making necessary the development of file transfer scheduling techniques, which optimize the usage of network resources. In this paper we consider the high multiplicity scheduling of file transfers over multiple classes of paths with the objective of minimizing the makespan, when the files have divisible sizes. We also consider another objective, that of maximizing the total profit, in the context of some special types of mutual exclusion constraints (tree and clique constraint graphs).
Providing QoS guarantees for the transfer of multiple files over several network paths is a challenging task, because of the wide range of parameters which need to be considered and the many problems that need to be solved. In the first part of this paper we present optimal algorithms for minimizing the maximum completion time of the file transfers (the makespan) in a particular situation, in which the paths are disjoint and the files have divisible sizes. In the second part, we present efficient algorithms (polynomial, pseudopolynomial and exponential) for maximizing the profit of the scheduled file transfers, under special types of mutual exclusion constraints (tree or clique constraint graphs). We connect the two parts at the end of the paper. This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we define the makespan minimization problem for files with divisible sizes and in Section 3 we present an optimal scheduling algorithm for it. In Section 4 we improve the algorithm, considering a special case. In Section 5 we present the model of scheduling file transfers with mutual exclusion constraints. In Sections 6, 7 and 8 we present efficient solutions to scheduling problems with special types of mutual exclusion constraints. In Section 9 we present some practical applications of the techniques proposed in this paper. In Section 10 we discuss related work and in Section 11 we conclude and present future work.
MAKESPA MI IMIZATIO WITH DIVISIBLE FILE SIZES
We consider C different file types: for each type, the size of the file (sz i >0) and the number of files (nf i >0) are given. We consider the file types sorted in decreasing order of their sizes: sz 1 >sz 2 >…>sz C . The sizes further satisfy the condition that sz C |sz C-1 |...|sz 1 , i.e. sz i =sq i ·sz i+1 (1≤i<C), where sq i >1 is an integer number. We are concerned with scheduling the transfer of all the files using P classes of disjoint paths, subject to makespan minimization. For each class, the number of paths in the class (np i >0) and their slowdown factor (sd i >0) are given. The transfer of a file of type j on a path of type i will take sd i ·sz j time units to complete. We consider the path classes sorted in increasing order of their slowdown factor: sd 1 <sd 2 <...<sd P . On each path, only one file can be transferred at one time and the file transfers are non-preemptive.
OPTIMAL FILE TRA SFER SCHEDULI G
We will present a polynomial-time algorithm for the makespan minimization problem, with time complexity O(P·C·log(Tmax)), where Tmax is an upper bound for the value of the makespan. In order to minimize the makespan, we use binary search between Tmin=sd 1 ·sz 1 and
where we select a potential value T for the makespan. Then we will perform a feasibility test, checking if all the transfers can be scheduled and completed on the P classes of paths within time T. If the values of the file sizes and slowdown factors are integers, then this algorithm finds an exact solution. If they are real numbers, then it will find a solution which is arbitrarily close to the optimum. For two positive real numbers A and B, such that A=q·B+r, where q≥0 is an integer and 0≤r<B, we denote the value of q by A div B and the value of r by A mod B. The function that tests if T is a feasible value for the makespan is based on a greedy strategy; its pseudocode is showed below:
ChkT(T,C,sz 1 ,...,sz C ,nf 1 ,...,nf C ,P,sd 1 ,...,sd P ,np 1 ,…,np P ) for j=1 to C do qtotal j =0 for i=1 to P do q i,1 =T div (sd i ·sz 1 ) r i,1 =T mod (sd i ·sz 1 ) qtotal 1 = qtotal 1 + np i ·q i,1 for j=2 to C do q i,j =r i,j-1 div (sd i ·sz j ) r i,j =r i,j-1 mod (sd i ·sz j ) qtotal j = qtotal j + np i ·q i,j maxperiods 1 =qtotal 1 for j=1 to C do if (maxperiods j <nf j ) then return "no" if (j<C) then maxperiods j+1 =(maxperiods j -nf j )·sz j /sz j+1 +qtotal j+1 return "yes"
For every path class i and file type j, we compute the values q i,j and r i,j , defined like in the pseudocode above. q i,1 represents the maximum number of type 1 files that can be transferred on a path of class i within the time T. In general, q i,j represents the maximum number of files of type j that can be transferred on a path of type i, considering that q i,j' files of each type j'<j have already been transferred on that path.
With these values, we will iteratively compute another set of values, maxperiods j , representing the maximum number of time periods into which files of type j can be scheduled, considering that all the files of type i<j have already been scheduled on some paths. For each file type, maxperiods j needs to be at least equal to nf j .
The running time of the algorithm ChkT is O(P·C). The algorithm can be implemented such that it uses only O(P+C) memory, because the q i,j and r i,j values do not need to be stored after moving from one class of paths i to the next.
IMPROVED FEASIBILITY TEST FOR C=1
In this section we present an improved feasibility test for the case C=1, when the sz i and sd i values are integers and the sd i values form an arithmetic or geometric progression, i.e. sd i = sd i-1 +K or sd i =sd i-1 ·K, for 1<i≤C and some known constant K. In this case, only the values q i,1 will be computed. The P classes of paths can be split into G groups, such that group 1 contains the classes 1,…,nc 1 , group i (1<i≤C) contains the classes nc i-1 +1,..,nc i , P=nc G and for any two classes of paths i and j in the same group, we have q i,1 =q j,1 . G can be at most 2·sqrt(T) (where sqrt(T) is the square root of T), because: there are at most sqrt(T) classes i for which (sd i ·sz 1 ) is at most sqrt(T) and each of these classes can form a group all by itself; all the other classes have (sd i ·sz 1 )>sqrt(T) and for each such class i, the value q i,1 is less than sqrt(T), so there can only exist sqrt(T) different possible values for q i,1 , thus forming at most sqrt(T) groups. We also compute the values: The feasibility test presented above has O(sqrt(T)) time complexity. If the sd i values of the paths do not form an arithmetic or geometric progression, the algorithm can be changed so that it computes the value of extraCls by using a binary search (finding the largest class of paths i=firstCls+extraCls for which sd i is not larger than sd firstCls +dif), reaching a time complexity of O(sqrt(T)· log(P)) for the test. The test can also be used when the sd i and sz i values are not integers, but then we cannot provide the O(sqrt(T)) guarantee for the number of groups.
SCHEDULI G WITH MUTUAL EXCLUSIO CO STRAI TS
We are given C types of files which need to be transferred on a specific path: for each type i, the size of the file (sz i ) and the number of files (nf i ) are given. All the files of the same type have to be transferred sequentially, without preemption and at the maximum possible transfer rate r path from the source to the destination. The profit obtained for transferring all the files of type i is p i (this profit is 0 if we cannot transfer all the files of the same type). Since the files belonging to the same class have to be transferred together, we compute a parameter d i =(nf i ·sz i )/r path , representing the duration required for transferring all the files of type i. The paths of some pairs of file classes may intersect, which could degrade the transfer performance of both file types if they are scheduled during overlapping time intervals. Although more advanced scheduling techniques could be employed, we choose a simple, practical model, of constructing a mutual exclusion graph in which the vertices are the file types and there is an edge between two vertices if the paths of the corresponding file types intersect. The problem parameters are represented by the durations d i , the profits p i and the mutual exclusion graph. The scheduling objective is to maximize the total profit, under the restriction that two file transfers between which a mutual exclusion constraint exists are not scheduled during overlapping time intervals. From a practical point of view, each file type could correspond to a file transfer request submitted to a file transfer scheduler, which processes the requests in batches.
For each batch, it computes the request parameters and the mutual exclusion graph. In the following sections, we will consider this practical model. We will present efficient solutions to several scheduling problems which fit into this model. The results we present next can be considered independent of the makespan minimization problem handled in Sections 2, 3 and 4. A connection between the two problems will be made in Section 9.
SCHEDULI G WITH A TREE MUTUAL EXCLUSIO GRAPH
We are given a common deadline T, meaning that each file transfer request i must be scheduled during a time interval [t,
The mutual exclusion graph is a tree (the results can be easily generalized to forests). We want to schedule some of the file transfer requests (and reject the others) in such a way that the total profit of the scheduled file transfers is maximum. We provide an O(C) dynamic programming algorithm for this problem. First, we choose a root for the tree (the vertex r), which defines the parent-son relationships between the vertices of the tree. For each vertex i, we compute two values:
• A(i) = the maximum profit obtained by scheduling some of the requests in vertex i's subtree and letting vertex i be one of the scheduled requests.
• B(i) = the maximum profit obtained by scheduling some of the requests in vertex i's subtree with request i being rejected. We will assume that d i is at most T for all vertices i; otherwise, vertex i cannot be scheduled under any circumstance (A(i) will be set to -∞). For each leaf i of the tree, we have A(i)=p i and B(i)=0. For a vertex i which is not a leaf, we have: 
SCHEDULI G WITH A TREE MUTUAL EXCLUSIO GRAPH A D OTHER TIME CO STRAI TS
This problem is similar to the one presented previously. We are given a time horizon T, C file transfer requests with an assigned duration and profit and a tree mutual exclusion graph. Furthermore, each file transfer has an earliest start time ES i ≥0 and a latest finish time LF i ≤T. This means that request i should be scheduled within an interval [t, t+d i ] fully included in [ES i , LF i ]. We will provide a pseudopolynomial dynamic programming algorithm for this problem, for the case when all the time values are integers and when the file transfers can only be scheduled at integer time moments. This may be the case if we consider the time horizon to be divided into unit time slots and the file sizes to be an integer multiple of the transfer rate. The second condition can be fulfilled by artificially increasing the file sizes. First, we will root the tree at a vertex r. This way, we define the parent-son relationships. For each tree vertex i, we compute two arrays:
• S i (t)=the maximum achievable profit if the time interval available for scheduling request i is [0,t] (and considering only the vertices in vertex i's subtree) • F i (t)=the maximum achievable profit if the time interval available for scheduling request i is [t,T] (and considering only the vertices in vertex i's subtree) For each vertex i, we have:
The maximum profit is S r (T). These values can be computed in O(C·T) time using a bottom-up traversal of the tree.
SCHEDULI G WITH A CLIQUE MUTUAL EXCLUSIO GRAPH
The problem parameters are identical to the previous case, except that any two file transfers cannot be scheduled simultaneously. Thus, the mutual exclusion graph is a clique. Considering that the requests can only be scheduled at integer time moments (and that all the time parameters are integers) and under the supplementary assumption that the number of requests is small (the requests are scheduled in batches whose size is bounded), we provide a dynamic programming algorithm for scheduling a subset of requests with maximum total profit. For every time moment t and subset of requests S, we compute P[t,S], the maximum profit gained by scheduling a subset of requests included in S, considering only the time interval [0,t]. We set P[0,S]=0, for all the subsets S. For t>0 and any subset S, we have:
The maximum profit is P[T,{1,2,…,C}]. An O(T·C·2 C ) algorithm is straight-forward.
PRACTICAL APPLICATIO S
The techniques presented in this paper can be implemented in a two-stage centralized file transfer scheduler, handling batches of file transfer requests in a network or a distributed system. In the first stage, file transfers are grouped according to the source and destination pair. The requests in the same group are divided into several types, based on how close their file sizes are. The file sizes are then rounded up, such that all the files of the same type have the same size and the file sizes of different types are divisible. This rounding up may be performed efficiently in several situations, for instance when transferring multimedia content (with sizes being multiples of a CD or DVD size).
Each group is handled independently, using the makespan minimization algorithm. All the files of the same type which are scheduled on the same path are sent consecutively and at a constant rate, according to this algorithm. In the second stage, all the files of the same type which are scheduled on the same path are grouped into a virtual file transfer request. These virtual requests are assigned priorities (or profits) and are handled by the mutual exclusion scheduling algorithms presented in the second part of the paper. The techniques can also be used in distributed collaborative systems, like media streaming or file sharing peer-to-peer systems [5] . In this case, the peers organize themselves into small groups and all the transfers inside such a group are scheduled in order to improve the performance.
RELATED WORK
File transfer scheduling is related to the problems of job scheduling and resource allocation [1] . In [2] , an O(P·logT) high multiplicity multiprocessor scheduling algorithm is presented for C=2, given the maximum value for the makespan T, but the sizes are not considered to be divisible. Other related problems are bin-packing with variable bin sizes and divisible item sizes [3] and the multiple knapsack problem [4] , for which several objectives have been considered (minimizing the number of bins, minimizing costs, maximizing the profit). Mutual exclusion scheduling problems with different constraint graphs (trees, permutation graphs, comparability graphs) were considered in [6, 7] . However, they only considered requests with unit duration and a common deadline. The algorithms we presented introduce variable durations and start and finish time constraints into mutual exclusion scheduling problems.
CO CLUSIO S A D FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented an optimal O(P·C·log(Tmax)) algorithm for scheduling file transfers with divisible file sizes, in order to minimize the makespan. In the case C=1, very large P and integer problem parameters, the algorithm's complexity was improved to O(sqrt(Tmax)·log(Tmax)) if the slowdown factors form an arithmetic or geometric progression, and to O(log(P) · sqrt(Tmax) · log(Tmax)) otherwise. These algorithms perform better than other techniques which solve more general versions of the problem. As future work, we will try to extend in an efficient manner the improved feasibility test from Section 4 to the case C>1. We also presented some efficient scheduling algorithms handling simple mutual exclusion constraint graphs, like trees (forests) and cliques. The next step consists of finding efficient (exact or approximate) algorithms for more general classes of constraint graphs. In the end, we presented some potential practical applications of the techniques developed in this paper.
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